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2000 Homecoming court announced

Michael Baum
Junior
Computer Engineering
Michael was nominated
by Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, and he has
represented
the
fraternity as their House
Committee Chairman
and Treasurer. Currently,
he is the President of
Lancers and active with
intramurals. Michael is
also a member of the
rowing club and Alpha
Lambda Delta Honor
Society.

Nathan Bowen
Graduate Student
Management of
Technology
Nathan was nominated
by Delta Zeta Sorority.
Nathan is the Student
Government Association
President. He is the
captain of the varsity
hockey team and a
member of several honor
societies including Beta
Gamma Sigma and Phi
Kappa Phi. He is also the
Vice-President of Student
Relations.

Robert Burrough
Senior
Computer Engineering
Robert was nominated
by Sigma Nu Fraternity.
He is President of Sigma
Nu and former President
of Omicron Delta Kappa.
Robert is also the Vice
President of the Student
G o v e r n m e n t
Association, a member of
Charger Chasers, Order
of Omega, and the
Intrafraternity Council.

James Kodrowski
Junior
Mechanical
Engineering
James was nominated by
the Student Government
Association. He is a
legislator for the SGA, a
member of Lancers,
Charger Chasers, and
the Yearbook Staff. Kodi
is president of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity and a
member of the UAH
Hockey team.

Stanley Smith
Senior
Management
Information Systems
Stanley was nominated
by Chi Omega Sorority.
He is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity
and has served as
President
of
the
Intrafraternity Council.
Stanley is also a member
of Alpha Lambda Delta
Honor Society and the
Marketing Club. He
participates in the Baptist
Young Men's Association

Photo not
available

Elizabeth Courtney
Junior
Marketing
Elizabeth was nominated
by Kappa Delta Sorority.
She is their Social
Chairman, Assistant
Philanthropy Chair, and
Board
Standards
Representative.
Elizabeth is a member of
the Women's Soccer team
and the Marketing Club.
She also participates in
Toys for Tots and the
Alpha Tau Omega
Basketball Dribble.

Paige Michael
Junior
Nursing
Paige was nominated by
Delta Zeta Sorority. She
is the Vice President of
New Member Education
Paige is also involved
with the National
Panhellenic Conference
and the UAH Public
Relations Committee.
She represented the
College of Nursing as a
SGA Legislator and is the
Sweetheart of Sigma Nu
Fraternity.

Sherene Rizri
Senior
Civil Engineering
Sherene was nominated
by Chi Omega Sorority.
She is a member of
ASCE, Lancers, and a
Compass Counselor.
Sherene is Secretary of
the Lancers and has been
a member of Chi
Omega's rush team. She
also participates in the
ECW (Episcopal Church
Women)
and
the
Huntsville Women's
Democratic Society.

Nancy Thomas
Senior
Marketing/Accounting
Nancy was nominated
by the Association for
Campus Entertainment.
Nancy is a member of
Delta Zeta Sorority,
Lancers, and has been a
Compass Counselor. She
was also an SGA
Legislator and a Resident
Advisor. She serves as
the President of ACE and
was Delta Zeta's Risk
M a n a g e m e n t
Representative.

ml

Jessica Williams
Senior
Biology
Jessica was nominated
by the Resident Student
Association. Jessica
participates in volleyball,
varsity softball, the
Medical Careers Club,
and ACE. She is the
Secretary
for
the
Resident
Student
Association and the
CCRH Desk Manager.
Jessica is also active with
the Hillsboro Heights
Baptist Church.
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Warm up at the annual chili cook-off Feb. 9
By Bettina
Phillips
News Writer

Show off your
cooking skills or just
please your taste buds
at this year's chili
cook-off.
The department of
communication will
host the annual com
petition on the morn
ing of February 9th
beginning at 11:00 in
room 336 of Morton
Hall.
A change in the cat
egories promises to

take competition to a
new level and to pro
vide various tasty
dishes.
Replacing
the
"Most Unusual" cat
egory will be the
Dish-a-la-chili" divi
sion. Cook-off coordi
nator, Dr. Diana Bell,
anticipates unusual,
but enticing entries
such as chili lasagna
and chili burgers
which will spice up
the competition as
well as warm your insides. In addition to
the new category,

awards will be given
to Best Vegetarian,
Best Non-Vegetarian,
and Spiciest chili reci
pes.
As coordinator,
Bell, will be restricted
from entering this
year's competition,
but as a former con
test winner she is a
dependable source
for advice.
"The secret is to be
spontaneous," says

Bell. This advice
served as the rule of
thumb for the group
winner last year.
Bell and the other
group participants,
Senior Seth Worrell,
Senior Holly Woodall,
and Senior Emily
Gaither, entered un
der the name "Bad
Ethos" and created
the prize-winning
chili concoction the
morning of the com

petition without dis
cussing a recipe be
forehand.
Marketing their en
try with a slogan,
song, and the use of
subliminal messages
the team placed Best
Overall and Best
Non-Vegetarian in the
cook-off.
There are no rules
for the competition
and no entry fee is re
quired. Winners will

y 3,2000

receive a framed
tificate. The
ents of the certified;
are chosen according
to taster respons°
Voter ballets will be
available.
Participants are en-

couraged to bring
crackers,
bread

cheese, and other nec
essary side items for
the ultimate chili ex
perience. Desserts
will also be needed.

Mr. Greek 2000 contest coming
By Patrick Bobo
News Writer

1

Act Personnel
ADTRAN
Aeronautical Systems Center
Air Force Officer Accessions
Alabama Industrial Dev. Training
Alabama Department of Revenue
Alabama Personnel Department
American General Life Insurance
Americorps
AmSouth Bank
Applebee's
Blackbaud, Inc.
Blockbuster
Boeing (Decatur)
Compass Bank
CSC
Defense Finance & Accounting Service
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Fastenal Company
FBI
Georgia Bureau of Investigation
General Investment & Development

IBonds
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Celebrate Black History Month during February
By Jennifer S.
Tibbs
News Writer
For nearly seventyfive years, Americans
have set aside time to
celebrate the facts and
figures of African
American * history.
First observed as"Ne
gro History Week,"
this observance has
evolved into Black
History Month. Each
February, lectures,
seminars and other
events commemorat
ing the contributions
of African-Americans
to our nation take
place across the coun
try. UAH is no differ
ent. During the next
month, several events
will be happening on
campus in obser
vance of Black His
tory Month.
The theme for
Black History Month
2000 is "Heritage and
Horizons: The Afri
can American Lega
cies and Challenges
for the 21st Century."
On Tuesday, Febru
ary 1st- Dr. Richard
Bailey will present a
lecture, "The Influ
ence of the Black
Church in Alabama
History." Dr. Bailey is
a Montgomery native
and the author of two
books, Neither Carpet
baggers Nor Scalawags
and We Too Call Ala
bama Home. The lec
ture will take place in
the University Center
Parlor A at 11:15am.
The Tennessee Val
ley Jazz Society will
present the 12th an
nual "Celebrating
Black
History
through Jazz" pro
gram February 3-6.
The three-day event
will have jazz work
shops, a mini-concert
and other happen
ings. This year's pro
gram features a per
formance by Ellis
Marsalis and Trio. For
more information,
please contact WJAB

or Howard Bankhead
at (256) 858-0409 or
(256) 535-2231.
Professor Frank
Toland, associate pro
fessor of history at
Tuskegee University,
will give a lecture,
"African American
Folklore," on Febru
ary 15th. He will speak
about the influence of
African American
folklore (stories, po

ems, songs, etc.) on
history. The lecture
will be given on the
15th in University
Center Exhibit Hall at
11:30am.
The Multicultural
Affairs Office pre
sents the African
American History
Month Luncheon on
February 25th. O.
Wendoll Davis, pastor
of the Union Chapel

Missionary Baptist
Church,
is
the
speaker. This event is
open to the entire
UAH community.
Tickets are $5.00 and
may be purchased at
the Multicultural Af
fairs office in Morton
Hall. The luncheon is
scheduled for the 25th
at 11:30am in the Uni
versity Center Exhibit
Hall.

In addition, the
Anointed Voices gos
pel choir will present
two programs off
campus. The first will
be at True Light
Church of God and
Christ on Sunday,
February 13th at 6pm.
They will also per
form at the Huntsville
campus of Calhoun
Community College
on Sunday, February

27th, at 2pm.
The Black Student
Association is plan
ning two events for
Black History Month.
The first is tentatively
scheduled for Febru
ary 15th. This program
will address financial
concerns in the Afri
can American corn-

See History,
page5
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Check out these great prizes at th
Information Desk in the UC.

Want to express your love and
win free prizes too?
Send your Valentine a free m e s s a g e
in The Exponent!
Submit entries to: duggara@email.uah.edu
or University Center, room 1 0 4 .
15-25 word entries will be eligible for prize drawings.

*

Prizes Include:
Grand Prize: 24 Karat dipped rose
and Godiva chocolates, valued at $75 (One winner)
1st Prize:
Candy Bouquet,
valued at $50 each (Two winners)
2nd Prize:
A Pair of Movie Tickets,
valued at $15 (Two winners,one pair each)

*

Entry deadline is Friday, February 4th at noon!
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Election 2000: Fifteen minutes between classes

| Make your vote coun

By Amy Beth
Lloyd
News Editor

By Amy Duggar
Staff Writer
All too often we go through life on automode, performing daily tasks with as little
effort as possible in order to leave time for
the "important" matters. Such is the case
with voting. Too many of us have cast a
ballot based merely on party affiliation,
one popular issue, or great dislike for the
opposing candidate. Still, after elections
•we complain about issues, we display
'don'tblame me..." stickers, and in many
cases, even failed to vote at all.
In an effort to educate myself about the
candidates and issues for the upcoming
presidential election, I began researching
each candidate, and gathered information
that I felt would be beneficial to share. So
in the following weeks, I will share with
you what I've found, in hopes of contrib
uting to the creation of a more knowledge
able voting public.
Having been in the nation's eye for the
last eight years, first we will look at demo
cratic frontrunner, Vice President Al Gore.
A member of the Democratic Party, Gore
was born in Carthage, Tennessee. He re
ceived his BA in Government, with hon
ors from Harvard in 1969 and then at
tended Vanderbilt University Divinity
School and Vanderbilt Law School. Gore
served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam and
later as an investigative reporter for The
Tennessean. A member of the U.S. House
of Representatives from 1977 to 1985, Gore
then served on the Senate until 1993, dur
ing which time he was the chair of the
Community Empowerment Board.
Issues Gore has been active in support
ing include different ecological endeavors
(he is author of Earth in the Balance: Ecol
ogy and the Human Spirit). A top priority
for Gore is protecting and preserving the
earth's environment. During his years in
congress and senate he has become an in
tegral leader in areas of space, science and
technology, as well as working to rebuild
and revitalize America's inner cities and
rural areas through the Empowerment
Zone and Enterprise Community pro
grams. Gore has also devoted a great deal
of time to reformation of America's
schools, proposing national funding,
smaller schools and smaller classes.
To list all of the important issues of
Gore's presidential campaign would be
nearly impossible, but major concerns on
the Vice President's agenda include im
proving health care, a responsible middle
class tax cut, keeping the budget balanced,
campaign finance reform, agricultural
policy reform, new steps in welfare reform
new research in AIDS treatments, senior

See Duggar, page 14

Fall semester stu
dents will have more
time to get to class.
The period between
classes will increase
from ten to fifteen
minutes.
According to Presi
dent Franz this
change took place as
a "response entirely
to student concerns."
The concern that
ten minutes was not
adequate time to get
from class to class was

voiced at the student
roundtables that are
held twice a year. Stu
dents were the driv
ing force behind this
proposal.
There were many
concerns about mak
ing this change. One
of the worries at the
forefront was if the
time between classes
could be expanded
without affecting the
number of class peri
ods.
Franz explains that
with this proposal
"There is very little
dislocation of the
number of courses we

offer. We did not want
to cut courses. It just
adds an extra five
minutes."
Nathan Bowen,
SGA President, also
recognizes the merits
of the newly ap
proved proposal. "I
think it's a great and
much-needed change
due to the fact that
our university is very
spread out." Bowen
also added praises for
President Franz, "I
think it's another
good example of Dr.
Franz listening to the
students."
Franz realizes that

this is a driving cam.
pus.
"The concern was
especially with all the
cars we have here on
campus that students
find it difficult to exit
one class, get in their
car, and get to another
class in a ten minute
period."
President Franz
also hopes the ex
panded periods be
tween classes will al
low students more
time to relate to one
another. "It might en
able a little more in
teraction between stu
dents."

Across the Campus
What is your favorite part of
Homecoming and why?"

Photos by Amy Beth Lloyd

Nathan
Bowen
Graduate
Student
Management of
Technology
"The hockey games
because Dewayne
"the moose" Blais is
my favorite Charger."

Cameron Panitan
Rodgers Sukpalabisai

Julie
Scott

Sophomore
Marketing

Senior
Chemical
Engineering

"I like the cookouts
and events like that
because the students
are getting together
and being involved."

" 1 always go to the

"All the stuff with th

hockey game and see
when the announce
the homecoming king
and queen."

Delta Zetas. We'r
doing a bunch of stui
like a basketball take
over."

Sophomore
Marketing

TfUTTyvxOKitV
2416 North Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, AL 35781
(256) 535-4464

•J!&

PoSH?m Pipes' lncer|se,
Candles, and Tapestries

Hours11am " 7 pm

.
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The moral dilemma of a divorce situation
By Seth Worrell
Religion Writer
You may be think
ing, "Why talk about
divorce? I'm just a
college student trying
to find a date!" The
fact of the matter is,
many of us think
about marriage, plan
to be married, are en
gaged to be married,
or already married.
Therefore, I feel it nec
essary to discuss
when marriages go
bad. In our society,
marriages and fami
lies are falling apart in
record numbers, and
divorce is usually the
reason. D-I-V-O-R-CE makes for a good
country song, but not
for a good society.
Until recently, di
vorce has been a rela
tively rare phenom
enon. There have al
ways been some
couples who have
considered divorce an
option. But funda
mental changes in our
society in the last few
have
decades
changed divorce from
rare to routine. Dur
ing the 1970s the di
vorce rate doubled
(and the number of
divorces tripled from
400,000 in 1962 to 1.2
million in 1981).
Many baby-boomers
are less concerned

than their parents
about keeping a mar
riage going "for the
sake of the kids." At
titudes aren't the only
thing affecting di
vorce. Age, religious
faith, and family
background all play a
role in the divorce
rate. Divorce rates are
highest among those
who marry young,
and the divorce rate is
three times greater for
those who never at
tend religious ser
vices. One study
shows that adult chil
dren of divorced par
ents are four times
more likely to get di
vorced than adult
children of intact
couples.
I could devote an
entire newspaper to
sharing with you the
effects of divorce on
society, but some
thing tells me most of
you know. Divorce
has, in some way or
another, effected all of
us. Even if it hasn't
been Mom and Dad,
perhaps it's been an
aunt and uncle,
brother, sister, or
close friends. I feel
confident to say that
just about everyone
has seen the heart
aches that can be
brought from divorce.
What then does God's
Word say about di

History, continued from page 3
munity. Topics in- American commuclude investing, credit nity.
card debt, entrepreneurship, and plan
ning a financial future
during college. The
second program will
be on unity and dis
unity in the African
American commu
nity throughout his
tory.
To be addressed are
issues concerning
black identity, includ
ing color, economic
status, community re
lations, and improv
ing communications
within the African

vorce? What should
be the Christian
stance on this moral
dilemma?
The Bible speaks to
the issue of divorce in
both the Old and New
Testaments. The most
important Old Testa
ment passage on di
vorce is Deuteronomy
24:1-4. (Let me en
courage you to look
verses up when I
mention them. Due to
space constraints, I
can't quote every
thing.) These verses
were not intended to
endorse divorce. The
intention was to regu
late the existing cus
tom of divorce, not to
put forth God's ideal
for marriage. An

other significant Old
Testament passage is
Malachi 2:10-16. This
passage deals with
breaking a prior
agreement or cov
enant. It specifically
addresses the issue of
illegal intermarriage
and the issue of di
vorce. This passage
reminds us that God
hates divorce.
Matthew 5:31-32
gives the clearest
teachings by Jesus on
the subject of divorce.
In these passages
Jesus challenged the
views of Jewish
schools of thought at
the time, teaching that
marriage is for life
and should not be dis
solved by divorce.

The other significant
section of teaching on
divorce in the New
Testament can be
found in Paul's teach
ing on divorce in 1
Corinthians 7:10-15.
Paul addresses many
of the social issues
surrounding divorce
that we can still apply
today.
Based on the pre
ceding passages we
can conclude that a
Christian can yield to
divorce in cases of
marital infidelity by
the other spouse or in
cases of desertion by
an
unbelieving
spouse. Yet even in
these cases the church
should not encourage
divorce. Certainly in

Ti

AFFECT YOU

very troubling cases
that involve mental,
sexual, or physical
abuse, legal separa
tion is available as a
remedy to protect the
abused spouse. God
hates divorce; there
fore Christians should
never be in the posi
tion of encouraging or
promoting divorce.
Instead we should
encourage reconcilia
tion.
If you or someone
you know is going
through a divorce,
please share with
them what God's
Word clearly says, but
most importantly,
love them.
But don't take my
word for it. Take His.

e.pj3i=eti=r^

.11:2000^2^40(1
6:30 pin
7:30

Mis. Rosalie Hunt

zlo
Itfejij: Highlands Baptist Church
2525 Aspen Ave. N.W.
Huntsville, AL35810

pMaren -

•ft "continuance" of YOU! *Y0U
^An "extension" of YOU! * YOUR "Bving
If you, or someone you know, h
an abortion, we can help! Ourtrained volunteers
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL post-abortfcj
Also, FREE PREGNANCY
CllOcWVi '
TESTS! Catt 533-3526 tU
^j/Ufe /Sav-A-Life
A

|(852-1661)

The Christian Student Organization
Invites You To Attend a Series on
Releasing The Captives

of North Alabama S

2006 Franklin Street,Suite 204, HunteviDe • choosel@hiwaay.net

The Key to Safe Sex

100% Guaranteed
University Center on Tuesday Nights
Room 126 at 7:00pm

jJ * -
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Chargers fall to LMU, 69-61

Charger
Sportsline

Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information

A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey
Record: 11-6-4
UAH 5, Findlay 4
UAH 6, Findlay 0

Men's Basketball
Record:14-3
LMU 69, UAH 61

Women's Basketball
Record: 6-13
UAH 78, Oakland City 68
LMU 75, UAH 55

Intramurals
3-on-3 Men's Basketball
Crystal Clear 32, Team 217 31 (Semifinal)
|Jumpmen 34, NBD 30 (Semifinal)
Jumpmen 34, Crystal Clear 26 (Final)

[ 3-on-3 Coed Basketball

February

~

It Could Happen 40, Straight Bailers 35 (Final)

Floor Hockey
Sigma Nu 9, Pi Kappa Alpha 1
|Sigma Nu 4, Spragins Heroes 3
ATO 4, Pimp C Playas 0

TEN UAH ATHLETES were named to the
1999 GSC Fall Academic Honor Roll. The team is
! se!ected by the GSC Sports Information Directors
and Faculty Athletic Representatives in a joint
vote. Nominees met all three of the following
qualifications to appear on the ballot: 1) an
overall grade-point average of 3.20 or better for
their entire athletic career 2) a starter or signifi
cant contributor to the squad, and 3) leadership,
academic curriculum, and community service.
UAH members were Jason Burnes, Aytree
Blalock, Amanda Kerkhof, Jennifer Marty, and
Fawn Pitcher for men's and women's cross coun| try, Edward Katumba and Keli Woodard for men's
and women's soccer, and Whitney Mock, Cathryn

Read
The Exponent online!
exponent, uah.edu

Earlier this season,
the Chargers had a
poor shooting night
down in Valdosta,
leading to a loss to the
Blazers. Once again,
the lid was on the bas
ket, resulting in an
early deficit and the
Chargers third loss of
the season. Lincoln
Memorial beat the
24th ranked Chargers
for the third straight
time 69-61. The
Railsplitters swept
the Chargers in 1999.
The Chargers shot
35% from the field
and a miserable 25%
from the freethrow
line. As a result, the
Chargers fell way be
hind in the first half
and trailed 33-16 at
intermission. That's
right, the explosive
Chargers only had 16
points at halftime.

UAH hit only 7-of-34
(20%) shots in the first
half. UAH actually
trailed by as much as
18 points in the first
half.
In the second half,
the Chargers finally
got things going. Af
ter a 3-pointer gave
LMU their largest
lead of the game at 3919, the Chargers went
on a 20-6 run to cut
the margin to six. A 3pointer by Antrone
Rogers, one of six on
the night, made the
score 45-39 with 11:00
left in the game.
The Railsplitters
survived the threat
and went back up by
13 with 4:17 left at 5946.
The Chargers made
one last run at LMU
over the next three
minutes.
Another Rogers 3pointer cut the LMU
lead to 65-59 with* a
minute left. But, that
was the final bullet

Photo courtesy of UAH Athletics web site

left in the UAH
arsonal.
Rogers led the
Chargers with 18
points, while Joe
Smith finished with
14 points and nine as

sists. Railsplitter foi
ward Howard Jacl
son torched th
Chargers for 30 poini
and 13 rebounds
Jimmy Miller chippe>
in 20 for LMU.

UAH Back to Winning Ways
By Jay Woodcraft
Sports Writer
Mired
in
the
doldroms of a 4-game
winless streak, the
Charger hockey team
traveled to Findlay,
Ohio this past week in
search of two very
important conference
wins. And after a
shaky first game,
UAH managed to
meet their objective.
The Findlay Uni
versity Oilers have
never beaten the
Chargers, and that
trend was not broken
this
weekend.
Friday's affair looked
to be a walk in the
park for UAH as they

Woodcraft nominated for Humanitarian
Award Courtesy UAH Sports Information
UAH senior center Jay Woodcraft is one of fifteen
nominees for the Fifth Annual Hockey Humanitarian
Award The Hockey Humanitarian Award, presented
to College hockey's first citizen," honors scholarship
good character, and service to the community.
Last season, Charger senior Jamie Baby was a finalist
for the award. The 1999 award went to RIT's Kristine
Pierce, and before that to Wisconsin's Erik Raygor
Michigan s Blake Sloan, and Boston University's J P.
McKersie. On season, Woodcraft has scored two goals
andJOassists for the Chargers.

got off to a fast 3-1
start in the first frame.
Mike Funk, Ron
Baker, and RyanMichael McCormack
chipped in with the
goals. But a penaltyfilled second saw the
Oilers get back into
the game and put a
little bit of scare into
the Chargers. Eventu

ally, UAH settled
down and nailed the
coffin shut in the third
with goals by Funk
and Jay Woodcroft.
The final score was in
favor of UAH 5-4.
Saturday's contest
proved to be a coming
out party of sorts.
Freshman goaltender
Mark Byrne stood on

his head, thwartin
every Oiler assault t
earn a shut-out. Si
different shootei
scored for the Char£
ers, showing th
depth of the squac
Karlis Zirnis, Natha
Bowen, Ian Fletche
McCormack, Bake
and Steve Charleboi
helped pace UAH t
a 6-0 win.
With these two in7
portant road victorie
under their belts
UAH looks to crusl
arch nemesis Bemid]
State in their Home
coming series thi
weekend.
Game times are Fri
day and Saturday at!

February 3, 2000
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Charger baseball preview: how do we look?
By Danny Parker bama, who finished think we have one of season's leading hit of the games at sec second man in the ro
Sports Writer
Last season, the
UAH baseball team
had a very successful
year by finishing 11th
nationally. They won
the Gulf South Con
ference Eastern Divi
sion title. They placed
six players on the AllGSC team and two
more on the All-GSC
second team, with
two of those playersKyle Nichols and
Todd Shiyuk-receiving Ail-American sta
tus. They made it to
the NCAA Regionals.
During the season,
they claimed victories
over many of the
nation's best teams,
including Kennesaw
State and North Ala

2nd and 4th in the na
tion respectively.
Unfortunately, all
of the rankings, acco
lades, and prestige
could not bring a GSC
Championship or a
birth in the College
World Series. Head
coach, Bobby Pierce
says, "We set out for
last season with those
goals in mind and just
couldn't finish the
job."
The Chargers start
their season in Jack
sonville, Florida, on
Friday, February 4,
against the 4th ranked
team in the country,
North Florida.
The game against
North Florida sets up
the tough road ahead
for the Chargers. "I

the toughest sched
ules in the country,"
Pierce says. "We
make our schedule so
tough so that when
the end of the season
comes, and we have
to play tough teams,
we will be ready."
Of the 26 teams the
Chargers have on
their schedule, the
Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper ranks 10 of
them in the top 30 na
tionally, in either Di
vision II or NAIA.
The roster for the
2000 season appears
to have the firepower
necessary to bring the
first-ever conference
championship to
UAH.
Returning All-GSC
performer and last

LMU dominates Lady Chargers
Courtesy UAH
Athletics
Harrogate, TN When the Lady
Chargers broke their
seven-game losing
streak with a 78-68
over Oakland City on
Wednesday, Coach
Connie Guinn finally
had something to
smile about in 2000.
However, the ela
tion was short-lived
as the Lady Chargers
ran into a buzz saw
against Lincoln Me
morial.
With that loss, the
Lady Chargers fell to
6-13 and remained
winless in the GSC at
0-7.
The Railsplitters
imposed their will
early in the game,
rolling out to a 28-11
lead. By the half,
LMU's advantage
would grow to 21
points. A basket by
Karra Jackson gave
LMU a 45-24 lead at
intermission.
In the second half,
it didn't get much bet
ter for UAH. Jennifer
Childs' bucket got the

second half started
and gave LMU its
largest lead of the
game at 47-23. The
Lady Chargers sliced
the lead to 12 when
Lindsay Floyd scored
with 13:37 left to
make the score 51-39.
However,
that
would be as close as
the Lady Chargers
would come as a 12-1
run shut the door for

good.
Jennifer Whitley
was the only Lady
Chargers to scored
double figures.
She finished the
game with 14 points.
Salters
Lakeisha
topped LMU with 14
points.
Jennifer Childs
added 13, while Karra
Jackson and Sara
Wood had 10 each.

ter with a .394 batting
average, John Cutter,
leads the outfield.
Andy Evans will pa
trol centerfield. Brent
Deerman is returning
off a redshirt 1999 sea
son due to a broken
wrist. Pat Ware, Jason
Wallace, and Seth
Bowen will provide
depth.
The infield could
be the strongest in the
GSC. Blake Bone,
who hit 18 homeruns
in 1999, is a two-time
All-GSC
third
baseman.
Senior
Darius McKay is the
only Charger who has
been with the team
since their inaugural
season in 1996.
McKay will likely
leadoff and play
shortstop. David
Gates will start most

ond base. Gates could
also see action at
catcher and the out
field. Clay Rice, Mark
Forbus, and J.J. Belk
will all play some at
first base. This trio
will also contribute to
the
designated
hitter's role. Larry
Lawson and Wesley
Catrett will be utility
men.
Jason Manwaring
and Justin Barnes will
head catching duties.
Ware, Gates, and Gor
don Stebbings will
serve back-up roles.
Brian Pemberton,
who was second team
All-GSC in '99, looks
to be this year's ace
starting
pitcher.
Gadsden State trans
fer, Bryan Gustafson,
pitched very well this
fall and should be the

2000 Baseball Schedule
Opponent

lime/Result

Jacksonville, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Home
Home
Home
Home
Pulaski, TN
Lakeland, FL
Lakeland, FL
Lakeland, FL

North Florida
St. Leo
Presbyterian
Spalding (DH)
Spalding
Southern Indiana (DH)
St. Joseph's (DH)
Martin Methodist (DH)
Rollins
Florida Southern
Lincoln Memorial

12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.

Home
Home
Montgomery, AL
Montgomery, AL
Montgomery, AL
Home
Home
Marietta, GA
Pensacola, FL
Pensacola, FL
Home
Home
Home
Home
Aiken, SC
Aiken, SC

2:00 p.m.
Oakland City (DH)
2:00 p.m.
Kentucky Wesleyan
6:00 p.m.
Columbus State
2:00 p.m.
Columbus State
Auburn-Montgomery 6:0Q p.m.
4:00 p.m.
California (PA)(DH)
Auburn-Montgomery 3:00 p.m.
Kennesaw State (DH) 4:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
*West Florida (DH)
1:00 p.m.
*West Florida
Martin Methodist (DH) 4:00 p.m.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 3:00 p.m.
^Lincoln Memorial (DH) 4:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
^Lincoln Memorial
South Carolina-Aiken 6:00 p.m.
South Carolina-Aiken 1:30 p.m.

Home
Home
Valdosta, GA
Valdosta, GA
Home
Montevallo, AL
Montevallo, AL
Home
Home
Home
Livingston, AL
I.ivinvsfnn AT.

*North Alabama (DH) 4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
*North Alabama
12:00 p.m.
*Valdosta State (DH)
1:00 p.m.
*Valdosta State
Birmingham Southern (DH) 5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
^Montevallo (DH)
2:00 p.m.
^Montevallo
5:00 p.m.
Cumberland
6:00 p.m.
*West Georgia
1:00 p.m.
*West Georgia (DH)
4:00 p.m.
*West Alabama (DH)
1:00 p.m.

Date Site
February
4
5
6
12
13
19
20
22
25
26
27

March
l
3
7
8
8
11
13
15
18
19
21
23
25
26
28
29

April

summer sessions, hawai'i
* 6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,700 (based
on typical costs of tuition, room & board,
books, and airfare)

Term 1: May 22-June 30 • Term 2: July 3-August 11
www.outreach.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Summer Sessions

tation. Justin Wade,
Matt Jansen, and
Brent Davenport will
also start some
games. Senior Shawn
Coleman,
Trey
Brown, Eric Foote,
David Gilbert, Wesley
Mindingall,
and
Danny Parker all con
tribute to the bullpen.
Bone and James
"Bubba" Hallman are
both vying for closer
duties. Freshman,
Adam Bass, will
redshirt the 2000 sea
son.
With as much tal
ent and experience as
this team has, the
UAH players and
coaches are optimis
tic.
This
weekend
should provide some
sort of a measuring
stick.

l
2
8
9
11
15
16
19
21
22
29

•R|
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Entertainment

February;

The Cracker Barrel: a uniqu
People, open restaurant worth checking o
a book!

Humor Me

By Cathy
Kearney

By Emily Gaither
Entertainment Editor

Entertainment
Writer

I know it's real mom
and pop, and your
grandparents eat
there, but that's because they make a really good breakfast,
Portions are gener™io and the food
c
i arous,
rives hot. Best of all,
you can sleep really
late because they
serve breakfast all
day. In the winter
months, a fire blazes
in the big fireplace
& lucFiai-c

made and the bacon is
cooked just right: not
too limp, not too
crisp. The grits are
hot, but a were a little
watery the last time I
stopped in. Get the
111
hashbrown casserole
instead.
Prices are quite reasonable. The plate I
ordered for breakfast
this morning ineluded two eggs, bacon,
tun, biscuits
Discuits and
nasnorownstor$4.50.
hashbrowns for $4.50.
just as warm and Add coffee and the tip
hp
friendly.
for a total of $6 J
Breakfast plates
And. here's the

unique items
taste around,
Glass and £
dolls mingl
trendy kitch
garden supplj
I couldn't h
think it wou
great place t
Valentine pre
your sweethe
They evei
cards that sa1
thing meai
without rh
rhy:
single word.
Here's a pi
you can eat
breakfast an
next
too.
part.
You can shop after
What more
breakfast in their gift ask for?
shop. Don't be put off
You
can
by the "gift L o p "
Cracker Bam
word. Cracker Barrel intersection
has ssome
the most
mosl and
lldb
°me of
ot the
Wall Trial

One of my favorite
The other day, someone who is highly
eals
In
paf- out
mif is
ie
meals
to eat
involved in the news business (111 keep
breakfast. There's
the names out to protect the guilty), men
something
about
tioned something about that movie To Kill
cooking a big breaka Mockingbird. The movie? I think Harper
fast
yourself that is
Lee would be surprised to hear it referred
not very enjoyable,
to in that manner, as was I, from a seem
like
getting up early.
ingly intelligent adult.
If you eat breakfast
This is not the first time such literary
^
.
r
inadequacies from otherwise intelligent
,
and1 then let*someonp
people have occurred. Being raised by
and then let someone
fix it for you. After a
two teachers, perhaps I am not a com
pletely unbiased individual, but when just
few months of trying
last week, I mentioned something about
IHOPandD
r "T" Vari°US SiZeS
Tennessee Williams, and was met with a
HOP and Denny s, I and combinations to
bewildered, "Who's that," I fear for the
ht ^ aPPetite' Try
nlarethT
future.
place that is what I ve the buckwheat panFor instance, I find it more than slightly
been looking for: cakes or the fried
disturbing that the books that are most
Wl^T6' t"!. °n aPpleS' The biscuits
read in this country are the ones that
Wall-Tnana
Highway, are hot and home1
,,eT
Oprah Winfrey deems acceptable and
worthy of our attention. Don't get me
wrong, I've read some of her picks, and
Bv
By Amv
Amy Rafti
Beth
building are just as
they're not bad, but reading was at an allLloyd
misguided as Jem
time low until a national celebrity tells us
that it's okay to read again.
who's
in love with
Staff Editor
Smith, who obsesses
I applaud people like J.K. Rowling, who
over Cheri the uphave gotten children interested in reading
Ralph s Party by stairs neighbor, who
again, even if it is fantasy literature and
Lisa Jewell is a funny has a thing for Karl
the Dear America series, that teaches chil
and witty look at the who just proposed to
dren about history, but honestly, lately it's
and
love his live in girlfriend
the adults that I'm worried about.
escapedes
of
the Siobhan.
Believe me when I say this, because I
singles
who
live
in
the
The novel takes a
know first-hand, computer people rarely
same
apartment realistic look at re
know very much about literature. There
building in London, tionships and laughare a few exceptions, before the letters to
The
novel centers ingly points out that
the Exponent begin, but as a rule, they
around Jem. a twenty- "the one" might just
don't. We're talking about people who
something
who has be the one for a little
wait in line for 2 days to get Star Wars tick
dreamed most of her while. All of this plus
ets, and the coolest thing in their day is
life
of her dream man. a detailed look into
taking on an alternate personality in their
She s just not sure ex- the mind and motivaDungeons and Dragons-like game on the
actiywho he is.
tions of the genuine
computer. If the future is in computers,
fl
When
she
moves
fully
developed
charclassic literature may be in grave danger
into a London flat acters.
What's the solution? Well, like I men
with Smith and
tioned, I guess Oprah is hitting the mark
Ralph's Party is en
Ralph,
she's con gaging and hard to
with her book club making books acces
The plot culmivinced one of them is
sible to the masses, because, geez, every
the ONE". The only SyLLeL^edTn eb^H
P"'7 ^
body listens to Oprah. Wait, I've got it.
ratln
trouble is deciphering what happened f
g Ralph's new
Regis Philbin should start a book club.
WW,
He's the most popular man in America.
t
Schemes'
The other roomers who ended up with
A
P
in the apartment whom
^ hidden loves are
thrust out into the

Two thumbs up for Ralph's

'<?

f

h«i cS5S ,,S ""f !•"

11

]T
o

h L

open.
For those
who like ente
or easy reads
but from nov
Jewell is a
must read.
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Outback is a great place for birthday dinners
By Lorei Velazco
Entertainment
Writer
On January 18th' I
went to Outback
Steakhouse with three
of my friends. My
boyfriend and I met
up with our friends
around 9pm, about
fifteen minutes late
(as usual), but that
was no problem be
cause we just hurried
up and placed our or
der.
We went out to eat
because it just so hap
pened that this day I
turned 20 years old.
Anyway, after we

placed our order the
waitress quickly re
turned with our
drinks. Now the only
things that we lacked
were our salads, and
appetizer. There was
already wonderful
tasting bread on our
table. Then all four
salads reached the
table. I must say I
love their Caesar sal
ads. Then within
minutes came our
ever so popular Awe
some
Blossom.
YUMMY!!
I could not believe
that I was already get
ting full with just the
bread, appetizer and

salad. I had to save
room for my 9-ounce
tenderloin steak,
which was an amaz
ingly low price of just
$14.99. The steak's
special name is
Victoria's Filet. I also
had French fries with
this, but unfortu
nately the French fries
were not exactly
tempting. But that
was okay because I
was too full to mess
with them anyway.
The other people at
my table were enjoy
ing their food too. I
know this because
once the food hit the
table everyone be-

came instantly quiet.
To be honest with
you, I was enjoying
my food so much that
I did not pay too
much attention to ev
eryone else's meal. I
saw no reason to com
pare mine to every
one else, for mine was
the best. I know my
friends were a little
aggravated when
they had to send their
steaks and ribs back
to get cooked some
more.
Well, after I was
convinced that I could
no longer stuff my
face with anymore
food, I was about to
take a break when in
the distance I saw a
birthday cake that my
two other friends had
sneaked into the res
taurant for me (how
sweet). I honestly
wrong answer, Rosin was not expecting a
would have won only delicious ice-cream
$32,000.
It was too big a risk,
he said, avoiding ha ving to answer the
question: "In Jacques
Louis David's paint
ing 'The Death of
Marat,' where is
Marat sitting?" The
answer: a bathtub.
When he's finished
scouting out a new
TV set and furniture
for his dorm room,
Rosin said he'll invest
the rest of his win
nings.

Student mulls over
his $64,000 winnings
By Beni Gaydarova
College
Correspondent
Moody Bible
Institute
EAU CLAIRE, Wis.
(TMS) — Andrew
Rosin, who won
$64,000 after answer
ing several questions
on the popular game
show "Who Wants to
be a Millionaire?"
said the first thing he
will do with the
money is buy a TV to
go in his spare dorm
room.
Rosin, a freshman
at the University of
Wisconsin at Eau

cake. But I was most
definitely not com
plaining. They even
had 20 candles on the
cake for me.
And naturally I
was unable to blow
them all out with one
try. I was laughing
too much.
And in case you are
wondering, no the
waiters did not come
out of the kitchen
singing, like many
other restaurants do.
I guess deep inside
that would be nice.

I guess it is obvious
that
Outback
Steakhouse was an
awesome place t
throw a birthday dir
ner.
The waitress wa
so nice (we even gav
her some birthda;
cake), and the servio
was beyond excellen
(at least for me).
Maybe since it was
my birthday, though I
was able to overlook
some of the tiny mis
takes that had oc
curred that night.

dcan/ieo-*^
Yes, we accept UAH meal cards
602 Governors Drive
536-6585

607 Jordan Lane
837-7220

Mention this ad for a FREE drink
with your purchase of a sub.

Claire, watched a
taped version of the
show with other stu
dents in the lobby of
his residence hall.
Many said they
thought he looked a
lot like the guy on the
show.
"It was really
amusing," Rosin told
the Associated Press.
"Some people aren't
aware of what I did,
but I think that's go
ing to change."
Rosin, 18, won the
prize for correctly an
swering 11 questions
and declining to an
© TMS Campus,
swer the twelfth.
Had he given a 2000

Good Through February 29, 2000

ZERO® GRAVITY
Come check out our
vintage posters,
featuring many rare
and out-of-print
designs
Bob Marley
Jimi Hendrix
Janis Joplin
Beatles
Much more!!!

HUNTSV1LLF.
403 PRATT AVE.
HUNTSVILLE, AL
534-3190

SALE
Dress Clearance
50% off T-shirts
Barbells $9.99

NEW
Bliss eXtra
Druids Fantasy
DECATUR
1119 6TH AVE.
DECATUR, AL
353-4461

EXIT 7 ofT I-S65 (HSV Airport),
RIGHT on James Record Road
RIGHT into guard gale to enter
LG Complex and Outlet Store
Airport

Outlet Store

256-774-4

STORE HOURS: MON - FRI 10AM TO 7PM AND SAT 9AM TO 2PM
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CINEMA 8

| TO MEMORIAL PARKWAY <\\

IS. MemorialPkwy. in Front *** ,ertT
|of Joe DavisSadflim
Q0Q"1bUZ|

m-mi

Play it to the Bone 1:25
4:25 7:00 9:35 R

Double Jeopardy 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG-13

Next Friday 1:00 4:00
7:30 9:45 (11:50) R

Runaway Bride 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG

The Hurricane 1:40
4:40 8:00 (11:15) R

Pokemon 1:10 4:10
7:10 G
1

Cider House Rules 1:15
4:15 7:15 9:40 (12:00)

Crazy in Alabama 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13
End of Days 1:00 4:00
7:00 9:30 R

[The Best Man 1:10 4:101
7:10 9:40 R

pnow Falling on Cedars
1:15 4:15 7:15 9:45
(12:05) R

Blue Streak 1:30 4:30
7:30 10:00 PG-13

Talented Mr. Ripley
1:20 4:20 7:20 10:05 Ri
IAny Given Sunday 1:00|
4:20 8:00 (11:15) R
Stuart Little 1:05 3:05
5:05 7:05 9:25 PG
Bicentennial Man 1:40
4:40 7:35 10:05 PG

4 TUX
AUDITORIUMS.

I Anna and the King l.iol
4:10 7:20 10:10 PG-13
The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 (11:30) R

mdu l0\

Eye of the Beholder
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:40 R
/WIVERSITY DRIVE

MADISON SQ. 12

MrtbcnfrMtl nmw|
Talented Mr. Ripley
TOO 4:00 6:50 9:40 R
The World is Not
Enough 1:10 4:10 7:10
9:50 PG-13
Bicentennial Man 1:30
4:35 7:35 10:00 PG

V
Stuart Little 1:00 3:00
5:00 7:00 PG
Toy Story 2 2:00 4:00 G
:ream 3 1:30 4:00 6:451
9:15 11:45 R

Being John Malkovich
1:15 4:15 7:15 9:50 R

Galaxy Quest 2:15 4:30
7:00 9:45 PG

Girl Interrupted 1:05
4:00 7:00 9:45 R

Eye of the Beholder
1:30 4:30 7:00 10:00 R

Down to You 1:15 4:15
7:15 9:30 PG-13

Play it to the Bone 7:15
1
9:45 R

Next Friday 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:45 R

The Hurricane 1:00
4:00 7:00 10:00 R

The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R
The Bone Collector 1:351
4:35 7:35 9:55 R
The Sixth Sense 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13
Snow Falling on Cedars I
1:20 4:20 7^20 9:50 R

By Juli Cross
Entertainment
Writer

Messenger 1:00 4:00
7:00 9:30 R

, Down to You 1:35 4:35,
17:25 9:30 (11:50) PG-13

cream 3 2:00 4:30 7:001
9:30 12:00 R
[Any Given Sunday 1:00
4:00 7:00 R
Magnolia 1:00 5:00
9:00 R
Scream 3 2:30 5:00 7:30|
10:00 12:30 R

February 3, 2000

No beauty in Eye of the Beholder

Bringing Out the Dead
9:40 R

End of the Affair 1:25
4:25 7:25 9:45 R

Girl Interrupted 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:40 (12:00)

The Exponent

The newest movie
to hit the silver screen
is far from cinematic
excellence. Stephen
Elliot's Eye of the Be
holder leaves much to
be desired.
The flick's failure to
entertain is not the
fault of the talent - it's
simply the script.
Based on a 1980 novel
by Marc Behm, Eye of
the Beholder, the plot is
lacking and the char Photo courtesy ofEye of the Beholder offtcal web sTe
acters are strangely also wrote the screen
ter Jessica comes
dull.
play, simply did not across as a confusing,
Ewan McGregor give him the material
decieving, murdering
(Trainspotting and The to evolve within the
twit. As the focus of
Phantom Menace) por movie.
Eyes attention, the
trays
a
British
Ashley
Judd audience is exposed
survalence agent, {Double Jeopardy) per
to much more of her
Eye. Though his char forms beautifully, but
insanity than anyone
acter seems shallow again, the script is not
should be expected to
and rather unstable, there to back the per
tolerate in a theater.
McGregor is not to formance. Unfortu
Brief appearances
blame. Elliot, who nately, Judd's characby k.d.lang and Jason

If you have any comments on the articles
or the Entertainment section in general,
please contact Emily Gaither at egaither
©cs.uah.edu.

Ormn&Tjssue
D

O
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A

T

Share your life. Share your decision'.
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Coalition on Donation

Preistley offer some
interesting moments,
but nothing to make
the flick worth the
cash, lang is Eye's
contact as well as his
voice of reason - for
whatever that is
worth. While I ap
plaud the effort, I just
could not see her as
an intelligence agent i
/
she s a singer, as her
acting proves.
Priestley, on the
other hand, appears
before us as a bottle-

blonde,, „
Brad Pitt-like
junkie. Ironically, he
helps to provide one
of the best scenes in
the two hour waste of
cinematic space. After
he has forced Jessica
to shoot-up, Eye busts
into the room to save
her. In his rescue attempt, Eye delivers
blows to Priestley's
junkie that recalls images from the gruesome Fight Club,
While I despised the
grit and immorality of
his character, I admired his capability
to take a punch.
Why McGregor
and Judd would
agree to take starring
roles in this film is beyond my imagination.
If I were you, I
would not waste my
time.

SteaCtkcare Center of SfuntsznOe
ABORTION SERVICE
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing

Win Tickets to the Mnnirsi
Movie Trivia:
What was the name of the spaceship
manned by the crew of the fitional TV
series Galaxy Quesft
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 10:30am - 12:30pm on Thur. of publication
unless otherwise notedl No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Aletha Pardue in The Exponent office
only between the hours specified above.

PO Box 7026
Huntsvllle, Alabama 35807
Office: 536-4060

Proud to be Huntsville's only
member in good standing of the

Professional
Association of
R6sum£ Writers

February 3,2000
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Beastie Boys Anthology: The Sounds Of Science
By John Dawkins
Entertainment
Writer
The Beastie Boys
have showcased their
work for the last fif
teen years in their
newest release, The
Sounds Of Science.
This album chronicles
the Beastie Boys everchanging sound from
their days as a local
hardcore band in
New York City to

their explosion with
License to III in the
mid-eighties and their
current experimental
incarnation. This two
CD set comes with a
book that gives a
story about each of
the songs, and what
they were thinking
when they wrote
them. No true Beastie
Boys fan will want to
miss this, as it gives
an unparalleled look
into what musicians
and musical styles

have influenced their
unique sounds. From
Run D.M.C. to the
Dalai Lama, the cred
its are as eclectic as
their music.
The actual album is
no different. The first
disk launches with
Beastie Boys, a selftribute originally re
corded on Pollywog
Stew back when they
were
a
punk/
hardcore band. The
casual listener will
probably not even

recognize them. From
there, the set mean
ders from their megahits to rarely heard
and
unreleased
tracks. The Fatboy
Slim remix of Body
Movin is not to be
missed, Biz Markee
performing Benny and
the Jets is truly an ex
perience, and no true
fan will want to miss
Bodhisattva
Vow,
Adam Youks' tribute
to Tibetan Buddhism.
This set covers every

Layla offers advice on daycare
Dear Layla,
Hi, I have a fivemonth-old baby, and
I have registered for
only one course in
this semester. This
course is offered on
MW 2:30-3:50. Are
there any possibili
ties like daycare in
the university that I
can use for taking
care of my baby dur
ing the class? Thank
you in advance.
Maryam
Dear Maryam,
I spoke with sev
eral people concern
ing this matter and
come up with some
information
on
daycare. The only
daycare center affili
ated with campus is
University Preschool
with is located on
Holmes
Avenue.
Many of the faculty
take their children to
this daycare center,
and I spoke with one
of the professors who
uses this preschool
and he seemed very
pleased with it. Un
fortunately they do
not take infants.
I also spoke with a
few people about
having a daycare cen
ter for students.
Many campuses have
them,
including
Calhoun, and UAH
toyed with the idea a
few years ago. Indisthe idea of

daycare with other
students with chil
dren we came up with
the
idea
of
a
babysitting co-op. I
have spoken with
quite a few of the stu
dents, faculty, and
staff about this idea
and everyone is very
excited about it.
So to all of you par
ents reading this, lets
all try to meet in the
cafeteria next Friday,
February 11th at 2:00.
I will also post fliers
around campus. This
meeting will be a
meet and greet style
gathering so that ev
eryone can get to
know each other, ex

change schedules,
phone
numbers,
parenting tips, etc.
Until we can get a
daycare for students
at UAH I hope this
little idea can help
you and others like
you with the tough
job of being a parent
and a student.
Good luck and I
hope to see you next
Friday!
Layla
Have questions?
Need advice? Just ask
Layla! Write to Laylaat
skinnel@uah.edu or
drop your letters by The
Exponent office in UC
104. Layla will offer
smart, wittyand honest

advice on anything from
people to pets, and she's
Y2K Compliant!Letters
will be answered in the
order in which they are
received, and will be
printed in The Expo
nent. Everything is, of
course, anonymous if
you wish.

thing.
The verdict: this al
bum belongs in your
CD collection. At
$17.99 for forty- two
tracks the price can't
be beat. While the
Beastie Boys have
steadily developed an
experimental style
over the years, their
newer stuff is still fun

to listen to and
doesn't turn into a
hip-hop version of an
hour-long Phish jam
session. And all their
best old stuff is there
too whenever you
want to put your
brain in beer-induced
neutral and groove to
brass monkey. Go buy
it!

Read The Exponents
stories online at
exponent.uah.edu

Exciting Line of Valentine Cards and Gifts
Gift Certificates • Free Gift Wrapping

INTIMATE LINGERIE

MOT - Sat: 10am - 6pm

504-Jordan Ln., NW • Suite
Preston Plaza • Comer of Jordan ft Holmes

Open Valentines Day 9am- Spn>

539-9106

HAVE A BLAST!,
Spring 2000 Phonathon
February 28 through April 13
Monday through Thursdays
4:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Student Callers Needed:

Our fall Phonathon was a huge success.

BUT WE NEED MORE CALLERS!
Join our UAH fund raising team! You can work for
the Office of University Advancement in one of the
most rewarding jobs on campus. Earn good money
while raising money for your school, calling UAH
alumni. Great benefits include $5.75 per hour for the
first semester, non-monetary bonuses, performance
perks, and valuable experience that will last you a
lifetime. A limited number of positions are available
for candidates with a friendly voice and strong
communication skills.

Contact the Office of University Development at

890-6505

for more information or to schedule an interview

Call 534-1414
614 Madison Street
(Located In Downtown Huntsville)
• f , ' \ • A'' * B.
\,
Mention The Exponent And Receive A Discount On
Bouquets Ordered By February 10th.
mw.
Dozens of candies are availableBouquets are beautifully presented.
WE DELIVER!

I

m
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'Smarf gun subsidy: does it Appreciate your job status
•romote safety or an increase as a student while it lasts
in senseless violence?
one of the most awe nity to spend a signifi
By J. Caleb
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
^ Kids with guns.
criminal black market for hand* Shootings in schools across guns,
our nation fill the headlines.
Wrong.
What can be done?
Manufacturers of these new
In his State of the Union ad- guns emphasize that personaldress, President Clinton high- ization technology would allow
lighted recent proposals to for multiple users or even a selaunch the largest gun enforce- ries of users. What that means
ment initiative ever. The federal is that any front man with a
government plans to fund the state-license (another of
development of "smart gun' Clinton's proposals) could buy
technology that will limit a guns and transfer them on the
gun s use to its authorized black market to criminals or othowner(s).
ers banned from firearm possesThis is part of a comprehen- sion.
sive strategy to keep guns out
Making "smart guns" availof the wrong hands and to re- able would increase the likeliduce gun violence and acciden- hood of selling guns to Amerital shootings.
cans who do not currently own
While these are admirable them. This could create a new
aims, the question of whether market for the gun industry, and
they will work or not is another put more families at risk from
storyguns that they think are "safe'
One gun maker predicts 60 or "smart."
million new gun owners as a
Besides being able to sell to
result of "smart gun" technol people that otherwise wouldn't
ogyconsider buying a gun, the gun
So one must ask, will the new industry would most likely spur
technology decrease the number many current gun owners to
of murders and suicides, or will buy the new "smart guns,
it increase them as the total
No wonder some in the gun
number of gun owners in- industry are promoting personcreases?
alized guns!
Besides, how many murderAny safety device, no matter
ers use someone else's gun to how high-tech, can only affect a
commit their crimes?
small percentage of yearly
As for suicide, it is the lead- deaths due to firearms. Besides,
ing cause of firearm-related there are less complicated and
death in America, and gun own- less expensive safety mechaers most often commit suicide nisms that could be easily inteusing their own guns.
grated into every new gun.
Maybe you're thinking it
Perhaps the single mosteffeccould at least eliminate teen sui- tive measure that could be taken
cic*es.
to aid in firearm safety would be
Well, 15 percent of 13-17 year applying the same standards to
olds own their own guns. Obvi- guns that apply to all other conously these teenagers are "au- sumer products,
thorized" gun users.
Firearms are exempt from the
In addition, many young health and safety laws that evpeople have access to guns with ery other consumer product in
parental permission. So person- America undergoes,
alized guns would make no difMaybe the reason they are exference if they attempted sui- empt is that under current stan
cedards, they would be banned
Many advocates of the "smart due to their high risk and low
gun" say that it will reduce the utility.

some and under-ap cant amount of one's
preciated opportuni time thinking about
Opinion Writer
ties one could ever matters that, other
have.
wise, one might not
I understand that
It not everyday that have the time or pa
being a student can, at one has the opportu tience to think about.
times, be a real pain. nity to discuss serious For instance, if one
You're trying to juggle philosophical issues were having to work
the workload of five with an actual profes in order to support a
classes while main sional philosopher family, one would
taining some resem and author. No, wait probably not have the
blance of a "real" life. - that's an everyday time of day to spend
Not to mention, you opportunity here at freely thinking about
blew about three hun UAH.
all the matters that go
dred bucks on books
It's not everyday into the human expe
for this semester, and that one has the op rience - history, phi
now you hardly have portunity to argue lo losophy, art, politics,
enough money to buy cal politics with an religion, etc, etc. If
a grilled cheese at the actual professional one spends his/her
Circle K.
political analyst. time her at school
"And all this for Hang on - that's ev wisely, she/he can, in
what?" Man, the ery day that one has the truest sense, expe
other day I saw a the opportunity to do rience otium cum
piece of graffiti so here at UAH.
dignitate- leisure with
tagged in the men's
Your average-Joe dignity.
restroom. With an ar on the street has prob
Chew on that. It's
row pointing towards ably never met a real, actually very huge
the toilet paper dis breathing rocket-sci when you think about
penser, it said: "COL entist. But, wait, it. And, you thought all
LEGE DIPLOMAS." wasn't the lady that you were getting was a
Well, maybe that's you were talking to a degree.
a little over blown, bona-fide rocket scien
The truth of the
but you get the point. tist for NASA?
matter is that you
Lately, though, I
Furthermore, it's don't need me to tell
have been thinking really quite neat to you this. But, we all
about the nature of meet and get to know need to be reminded
my "student" occupa individuals that come of such things from
tional status. Sure, I from all around the time to time. I myself
have a part-time job, globe. This semester have been reminded
but mainly I'm a full- alone I have had the of these most fortu
time student. During chance to talk with nate blessings. As
my reflection, I have individuals from just such, I am passing
come to realize this: I about every conti along that reminder
should appreciate nent. And, that's no and encouraging oth
and, perhaps, enjoy little thing - to talk ers to pursue and re
every minute of my with those from far alize the unique and,
stay here at college. away places and gain perhaps, temporary
And, no I'm not really insight into their dif opportunities
at
talking about the par ferent cultural per hand. Sure, this may
ties, fraternities, or spectives.
sound a bit trite, but I
sporting events. It's
And, the main op don't believe that true
becoming increas portunity that UAH appreciation
is
ingly obvious to me provides one with is, coupled with noncha
that being a student is at least, the opportu lance.

Clanton

exponent.uah.edu
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Security systems: choose your own
By Mark Inglis
Opinion Writer
In this ever-grow
ing world of ours it is
important to have a
security system - es
pecially if you have
lots of stuff. One of
the biggest shocks a
man could get is to
come home and find
himself stuffless.
That is why there is a
growing trend in this
country toward get
ting home security
systems like ADT and
Smith and Wesson.
Unfortunately,
these are far from
foolproof and they are
often very expensive.
We either have to
spend lots of money
paying some com
puter system to watch

our homes, or we
have to spend lots of
money on hospital
bills when little
Timmy shoots his toe
off because he found
daddy's gun.
We shouldn't have
to spend a fortune to
protect our valuables.
That is why I have
come up with a costfree way to protect
our stuff.
I have developed a
foolproof plan that
will be inexpensive
and effective for both
the individual and
society as well. I pro
pose that we use
criminals to deter
criminals.
I was reading a
newspaper article re
cently about a con
demned killer who

had to be gagged and
chained and sur
rounded by six depu
ties while he was in
court because he kept
interrupting the pro
ceedings by swearing
and spitting and
threatening everyone
in site, and I thought
to myself what better
way to protect our
homes than by put
ting crazy homicidal
maniacs in cages in
front of our homes.
Dogs and guns are
good I guess, but no
burglar could get by
your very own crazy
madman. And this
plan would also help
with prison over
crowding.
If we put convicted
killers in our front
yards, there would be

more room in our
prisons for other
criminals - like those
people who drive too
slow because they are
talking on cellular
phones.
I haven't really fig
ured out how we
would feed and main
tain the obscenity hurling madmen, but
I think I've started the
ball rolling. Maybe
they could do some
gardening
while
they're in there.
Next week I'll talk
about my other brainstorm
involving
growing resources
and social problems.
I call it dieting with
cocaine. Don't bother
to thank me, I'm just
doing my duty as a
concerned citizen.

Procrastination is a lifestyle
By Brett Wingeier
Campus
Correspondent Tulane University
Surely there's a sta
tistic out there that
tells us how many allnighters the average
college student pulls
per semester. One?
Ten?
You know the feel
ing: head swimming,
eyes
red, stomach
churning.
Personally, I get
minor hallucinations.
I start feeling as if
there s one of those
belay loops between
the world and me, the
kind they use on live
TV to blank out any
thing that might refer
to sex.
The all-nighters in
which you're having
Un don't necessarily
count.
Sure, you're propP^jjyonr eyes open
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for the sunrise, but if
you're on a deserted
beach with last
night's blind date af
ter a soul-searing 12
hours, you don't com
plain.
No, it's when
you're racing to meet
an 8 a.m. deadline,
downing bad instant
coffee because you
can't afford the perco
lation time and falling
asleep on your com
puter, that you know
you're in deep.
There are two, per
haps three, results. If
you're lucky, you pull
it off.
Called by despera
tion, the rest of your
prospectus plunges
full-formed from the
heavens, to flow
through your hon
eyed fingers.
You're just that
good — you tell your
self as you collapse in
exhaustion
at

8:01aa.m. — that you
You plot out your
do your most efficient work for the next
week, the next month,
work in crises.
the year.
Right.
You wield your
But perhaps you
just can't pull it off. monogrammed pen,
It's 7 a.m, you're on the one your mother
your tenth coffee, and gave you for gradua
you decide to tie off tion, just like the mod
loose ends and make els in the planner
catalog.
excuses.
That is, until the
It isn't always a di
saster. There are al next all-nighter.
It's procrastination,
ways extensions, for
giveness, additional of course, and by now
years of thesis-writ I'm convinced that it's
ing, and you'll finish inescapable.
Maybe a truly
your paper when you
regain consciousness. dreadful shock might
And now comes be a cure: "20 children
the part that keeps eaten by hungry lions;
Dayrunner and the shocked community
F r a n k l i n - C o v e y blames procrastinat
people in business. ing student!"
But then again,
You turn up the next
day with a spring in even that might not
your step and a day be enough.
I know I've gone
planner in your hand.
through
about 10
How could it have
taken so long to learn
that procrastination is See Procrastination,
page 15
bad?

The
President's
Corner
By Nathan Bowen
SGA President
Good day to everyone!
I have to say that one of the most amus
ing things in the South is when the threat
of snow or ice looms. I like to call it the
"bread and milk" phenomenon. If snow
is in the forecast everyone races to WalMart and buys up all the bread and milk,
expecting to be trapped for days. The
entire city closes down, but hockey prac
tice is never cancelled because Coach Ross
knows we are use to driving in winter
conditions. This is one of my favorite sto
ries to tell my friends at home.
On to business, HOMECOMING is this
week!!! There are a lot of events planned
on campus so be sure to check the sched
ule, which is in this edition of The Expo
nent. Be sure to catch the men's and
women's basketball games on Saturday
and the hockey games on Friday and Sat
urday night. The bonfire is Thursday night
at 9pm, and it will be an event not to be
missed. There will be a spirit contest, free
pizza, and music followed by the movie
American Pie that night. Housing, along
with ACE, have both done a-terrific job
planning this yearly tradition.
Plans have been made to install internet
connections in Southeast Campus hous
ing to offer students a hook up to the net.
Considering the fact that we are a high
tech institution, this will improve our re
sources on campus.
I would like to welcome Balamurugan
to the SGA as our Graduate Student Leg
islator. We are pleased to have him join
our team and we are certain he has a lot
to offer the SGA towards improving stu
dent life at UAH.
Finally, I would like to take this oppor
tunity to thank Dr. Franz for his support.
He is extremely student orientated. I had
the pleasure of meeting with him last
Tuesday concerning some pressing issues,
and by noon the next day he had already
addressed them with the rest of the ad
ministration. I do not say these things to
"earn points," rather I think it is impor
tant that you know how fortunate we are
that Dr. Franz is our president. He has
our best interests in mind at all times, and
he listens to what the students have to say.
Until the next time, take care!
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Duggar, continued from page 4
citizens rights and
countless other pro
grams covering ev
erything from reduc
ing child poverty to
the New Africa Infra
structure Fund.
In the past, Gore
has voted in favor of
permitting abortion
counseling in feder-

ally funded clinics,
providing life impris
onment in lieu of
death sentences in
certain drug cases,
making it easier to sue
employers for dis
crimination and to al
low religious minori
ties and the disabled
to win compensatory

Don't Put Your
Baby's Health
On The Line.

Cfct

Prenatal Care Early
Call 1-800-31 1-2229

and punitive dam
ages for intentional
discrimination. He
has voted against dis
allowing prisoners
from raising certain
race bias claims on

February 3, 2000

death sentence court
appeals, canceling
major defense fund
ing and requiring
health care workers
with AIDS to disclose
facts to patients.

la fa** Care of Yourself
So You Car/ Take Care of Your Baby

Homepage
at
www.algore2000.com
and past voting
records are available
on the Vote-smart
page at www.votesmart.org.

more quickly, but they
don't have the intelli
gence that comes with
maturity. My Utopia is
that parents sit down
with kids every night
and read to them, but
that's slightly unreal
istic. My parents did
that with me, but
people seemed to
have more time for
family then than they

do now. However, I
think that's some
thing you should
make time for, other
wise, we're going to
have a huge genera
tion of people who
think the Pokemon lit
erature series is a clas
sic and Shakespeare is
that guy who was in
the movie with
Gwyneth Paltrow.

Gaither, continued from page 8
Nothing that Reege
does can be bad, so
there you go.
Seriously, or more
seriously, I guess, I
honestly don't know.
I fear for the future of

books with these darn
kids today (shades of
my parents) and their
Backstreet
Boys,
Britney Spears men
tality. Children are
becoming mature

Read The Exponents
stories online at
exponent.uah.edu

Confidential

Much more infor
mation on the afore
mentioned issues and
personal information
on Vice President
Gore are available by
accessing the Gore

Campus Club Wire
y°Ur Greek? 0f[ub'sann°unceTnents'Please

send your information to The Exponent office. You may bring it to room 104 of
the University Center, or you can fax a to our office at 890-6096. ^//Campus Club Wire announcements should be turned into Amy Duggar

TVHA Handbell Festival
1 ql Tei\nes®®e Yley Handde11 Association

will hold its 17th annual festival in the North Hall of the Von Braun Center on February 18th and
twenty choirs from area churches
parha
7 C°nduCt0r'Amold Sherman, the Music and Arts Director at First United Methodist Church in Henderson,

at
h 3 fref PUbliC COnCert 0n SatUrday the 19* at JPm„CF T f Tu

i!t;T
H
Texas

^11

UAH Mathematical Sciences Colloquium

/

athenne O'Dell of the Mathematical Sciences Department will host "Laser Doppler Velocimetry as a Low Altitude Wind Shear Detection
Technique on Friday, January 28 from 2:30 to 3:30pm in Madison Hall 202. Cookies and coffee will be served at 2pm.

Association of Nursing Students
3 meet!TS

if tHf AsSOciadon

°f Nursin§ St"dents

wdlheT^Hf
on February 14 at 11:40am in room 106 of the Nursing Building Elections
mpntnHn
president and treasurer for the next year. Following the meeting, pizza will be served in support of the junior-senior buddy
entonng program. The current president of ANS is George Lucas, lucasg@email.uah.edn.

Student Nurses Christian Fellowship
BnilHW TF
Cretul

3 meTu8 °Lhe Student
3

Nurses Christian Fellowship on February 14th from 7:30 to 8:00am in room 404 (LRC) of the Nursing
Pray6r S6rV1Ce 3nd diSCUSSion of a community service project for the spring semester. The president is Jenifef

National Space Society
F^011"!RPuTeuS°fdety WiU S°nSC? / OUr ExPandinS Universe and Other Theological Anomalies" by Mr. George McKay Aerospace

Sigma Nu Fraternity
have been ablelo^

Q=

n.gh, .to ,„«• hocley g„m, c„«

2000 S,s™

Quote of the week: Attention ALL Ladies! Harley Davidson is single come and dance with him at the PARTY, he will be there! SEE YA!

Tennessee Valley Jazz Society
The Tennessee Valley Jazz Association will host the 12th Annual Jazz and Black History Celebration from
Saturday February 6. Activities will include a jazz history workshop, book signings, guest singers SSandTbnThT
T®
unveiling. For more information, contact the TVJS at 858-0409 or email at tvjs@aol.com.
'
and a black history stamp
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By Linda C. Black Tribune Media Services

Aries (March 21-April 19). Watch what's a great time while you're at it!
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). You may think
behind you on Monday and Tuesday. Push
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You'll be busy you have more money than you really have
yourself forward on Wednesday and Thurs

with work on Monday and Tuesday. For do
day. You're the leader of the pack then, for sure.
mestic matters, go along with what your part
You're inspired on Friday and Saturday, but
ner or an expert wants. There's plenty of
constrained by finances. If you travel on Sun
money on Wednesday and Thursday. Keep it
day take care. Get home early to learn the lat in your account. Travel and work clash on Fri
est news.
day and Saturday, but get the work done and
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Your friends in go anyway. It'll be good for you. Don't let the
spire you on Monday and Tuesday. Your own others outvote you on Sunday. Stand up for
worries could push you on Wednesday and your ideas, and you might convince them.
Thursday. Your common sense takes over on
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Follow a hunch
Friday and Saturday. A whim could prove ex and act quickly at work on Monday and Tues
pensive on Sunday, but it's fun.
day, especially. Go along with a partner's re
Gemini (May 21-June 21). On Monday and quests on Wednesday and Thursday. Count
Tuesday, listen to your elders and let them pennies and pay bills on Friday and Saturday.
know you appreciate their insights, or they'll Sunday's your best this week for travel. Get
say the same thing over and over again. On out of town with a good conversationalist.
Wednesday and Thursday, your team can win
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). True love will
with your help and another's leadership. Take triumph on Monday and Tuesday. Don't
it slow on Friday and Saturday, or you could worry about a lack of funds. Work your extra
make a silly mistake. You're smart and confi weight off on Wednesday and Thursday, just
dent on Sunday, but accept coaching, too.
to stay in the same position. By Friday, the facts
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Get a clear scan should all be in, and on Saturday, you can
of the big picture on Monday and Tuesday. make your decision. Figure out how you'll pay
Accept coaching from a strong leader on for what you want on Sunday.
Wednesday and Thursday. Friends help you
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). On Monday
stick to your schedule on Friday and Satur and Tuesday, you can learn something impor
day. Don't let your inner voice drive you crazy tant by listening in the privacy of your home.
on Sunday. Have faith in your best side, not There's more than enough love to go around
fears about your worst. It'll make a difference on Wednesday and Thursday. Catch up on the
in how you choose.
work you postponed on Friday and Saturday
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Spend wisely, not and let your partner take the lead on Sunday.
impetuously, on Monday and Tuesday. Use
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). On Monday
your mate or an expert to help make the final and Tuesday, speak up and take action to show
decision. Travel with a partner should go well you've learned new material. Your house is
on Wednesday and Thursday, but business overflowing with excitement on Wednesday
requires your careful consideration on Friday and Thursday. Settle in with loved ones on
and Saturday. Sunday's good for meeting with Friday and Saturday and take care of old pa
in-laws, children or friends of your mate. Have perwork on Sunday.

Procrastination, continued
from Jtpage
13
——
— — ——
O
r

cycles of organization
lasf piVVu
in the last
eight uoarc
years,
most in the aftermath
of all-night cram ses
sions. And none of
them have lasted.
So I know I procrastinate.
And at least threequarters of
my
friends, students and
others, seem to have a
problem with it, too.
Es particularly
dramatic for us
graduate students;
e sudden transition
1° independent research makes it very
easy to blow off that

on his Ph.D. for 10
years: A.B.D., or "all
but dissertation.'
And as I get older,
I've found myself
much more likely to
take the third option
that I hinted at before.
Maybe I can get it
done, maybe I won't,
but if I'm truly in a
bind, time is short and
sleep is good and I'm
as likely to write it off
and deal with it in the
morning.
It doesn't make
quite as dramatic a
story, but I have
enough of those al-

casionally worked for
me, although it often
leads to even more
trouble.
According to this
theory, you take some
irrevocable step that
will ruin your life if
you don't start work
ing on whatever you
need to do.
Perhaps you sched
ule your "we've been
dating for six whole
months" dinner with
your girlfriend for the
night before that lit
erature review is due.
Immediate fear is
quite a motivator.
So after the hun
1 The
ready'
'
mere s even a speI guess everyone dredth sleepless night
cial degree — given finds a method or two I've come to an agree
with tongue firmly in for coping.
ment with myself.
C u
I procrastinate; I'll
^°r
The "ball-over-thev o s been working
fence" method has oc always do it, but I'll
~

111UV.1L

111U1V. 111W.1J1

ic/

do it in moderation
and do something
worthwhile — like
write or kiss or sing or
run — while I'm put
ting off the inevitable.
And I won't beat my
self up about it, at
least until the next
sleepless night.
Perhaps someone's
compiled the statistics
on procrastination as
well.
I'll look it up to
morrow.
XXX
Brett Wingeier is a
student at Tulane Uni
versity who is study
ing abroad in Austra
lia. He can be reached
at bmbw@mailhost.
tcs.tulane.edu
© TMS Campus,
2000

on Monday and Tuesday. Take care. Catch up
on your reading quickly on Wednesday and
Thursday. Expect to deal with reality at home
on Friday and Saturday. Reserve most of Sun
day for love.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). On Monday and
Tuesday, work well under pressure by think
ing before taking action. The money flows to
you on Wednesday and Thursday,so hold onto
as much as you can. Learn from a wise neigh
bor on Friday and Saturday. Fix up your place
on Sunday. You might get company then, too.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week:
Feb. 7: Use what you already know to im
prove your status. A change may be required.
Feb. 8: You could come up with a
moneymaking idea this year. Don't spend it
as fast as you get it, though!
Feb. 9: You're even smarter than usual this
year. You already have all the answers, but
new questions require quick thinking.
Feb. 10: You may know a lot, but you won't
know it all until you can listen even better than
you can speak.
Feb. 11: This is your year to put down roots.
Sort through your money and spend some on
educational materials.
Feb. 12: This year you're tied down with
responsibilities and inspired by them to new
levels of creativity.
Feb. 13: Love starts with a conversation and
could lead to a commitment. Seek out some
one to play with.
Linda explains what's going on in greater detail
at (900) 950-9000,for 99 cents per minute. To leave
a message, call (888) 522-9533for free.
©2000 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
© Tribune Media Services, 2000
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help wanted bench by Weber, like
n
e
w
EARN
EXTRA
condition,
piano
CASH ONLINE $$$
lamp, music, etc.
New! No Selling or
$ 1 , 4 0 0
B
u
y
i
n
g
call 880-9414
www.expage.com/
page/kash4u
1997 Jeep Wrangler,
black. CD player,
Singers-4 UAH guys
alarm, custom rims
needed for a pop boyand tires, 48,000
band project. Some
miles, never driven
experience required.
off road, $14,000 o.b.o.
Email caneoman@
Call 722-8606 (hm);
usa.net with your
890-6375 (wk).
stats.

FOR SALE
Console piano with

5spd., new front
TRAVEL
brakes, new cv
boots, AM/FM cas Go Direct!#1 Internetsette, never wrecked, based Spring Break
regular maintenance; company offering
call WHOLESALE pric
$3,900,
ing! We have the other
539-4801
companies begging
for mercy! All desti
nation! Guaranteed
FOR RENT
lowest price! 1-8003
6 7 - 1 2 5 2 ;
One bedroom condo
for rent at Willow www.springbreak
Pointe. Washer, Dryer, direct.com

all appliances. Pool
and tennis. $425/
month; available Jan.
1993 Civic Hatchback 1-800-846-9829, ask
Cx. White, 113k, for Hardwick.

SKUNK WORKS

exponent.
uah.edu

ACROSS
1 Japanese WWII
leader
S Congregational leader
10 Part-Um© employee
14 One way to run
15 Love affair
16 Writer James
17 Cheerleaders' words
1a Mote than Is fair
20 Ms. Landers
21
we forget
22 Fall drink
23 Loud sound
25 "Quickly" In the E.R.
27 Go sour
29 Avenue of the

33 Caribbean Island
34 Cost
35 Unanswered serve
343 Music jobs
37 Belief
38 Amaze
39 Drs. * org.
4d Allergy symptom
41 Examinations
42 Crowded fish
44 Host a roast
45 Got by
46 Host a meeting
48 Elicit
51 War god
52 Museum contents
55 A sheep In wolf's
clothing?

58 Part of BO
59 De-wrinkle
60 Extremely angry
61 And
62 Penny
63 Comforts
64 Part of R&R
DOWN
f Scarlett's home
2 Mid-east Gulf
3 "Jack and Diane* singer
4 Approves
5 Rattling breaths
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Email: exponent@email.uah.edu
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Advertisement information can be ob
tained by contacting Aletha Pardue,
advertising manager at The Exponentby
phone, fax or email.
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49
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56
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6 Some Pennsylvania
Dutch
7 Start the computer
B Hair style
9 April payee
10 South Pacific island
11 Mild oath
12 Only
13 Equal
19 Cause fear in
21 Tra
24 Teases
25 Former 'I4YPD Blueactor
26 Word following Texas or
Georgia
27 Heroic tales
28
Donna
29 April sign
30 Vonnegut classic
31 Not blunt
32 Sight, for one
34 Tarred
37 Dandy's partner
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by Sean Harrington

"No, I don't operate out of a store. This is a webbased business."

Crossword 101
Feline Frenzy "

February 3, 2000

38 Big rig
40 Mountain climber
41 Oolong and green
43 Proper
46 Greek Island
47 Toast beginning
48 It's a long story
49 Challenge
50 Fairy tale word
51 Turkish leaders
53 One of the "Friends'
54 Certain gait
56 Match
57 Gershwin or Levin
58 Paddle

Quotable Quote
" Cats seem to go on the
principle that it never does
any harm to ask for
what you wanti "
. . . JosephWoodKrutch

Classified ads in The Exponent are free
for all UAH students, faculty, staff
and alumni. Contact The Exponent,
attention Jennifer Sharp at 890-6090
for more information or bring your
ad by our office in room 104 of the
University Center. You can also con
tact The Exponent office by fax at 8906096, or by email at sharpjl@email.
uah.edu. (All free classifieds zvill run for tzoo
zueeks unless otherzuise specified.)
Answerfor 1-27-00 crossword.
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